
ALICANTE BOUSCHET

Now practically a forgotten varietal, Alicante Bouschet really deserves our attention! It’s one of those grapes that has (literally) been losing 

ground for 50+ years. To me it has just as much, if not more to offer you than some of today’s more common varietals. In the early part of the 

20th century, it was the workhorse of the California grape industry. Every fall; before, during, and after prohibition, thousands of rail cars were 

loaded full of Alicante and shipped East (from point A2 point B), to be made into wine in kitchens, basements, and garages all over the US. Its 

thick skin helped it to travel well, and the wines it made were dark, rich, and full bodied. With its acreage declining every year, today the majority 

of what remains is blended into anonymity: used to add color and backbone to other more fashionable, but less potent varietals. There are a 

scarce few examples of Alicante available as a 100% varietal wine. Enter the A2B; Our interpretation of this wonderful old varietal is likely more 

polished than what your ancestors may have made.  We produce it with zero wood (no oak and no cork) to allow every complexity of the Alicante 

Bouschet to shine through unobstructed. It was fermented and aged for 9 months in stainless steel before bottling.

Opaque ruby in color, once in the glass the nose explodes right away. Delightfully intoxicating aromas 

of black and blue berry fruit leap forward first, followed by notes of cherry head candy, crushed 

violets, caramel, allspice, cloves, and cigar box. I could go on. In your mouth, more persistent and  

chewy berry fruit: blue and black + lots of sour cherry and tart blackberry. This wine is a baby, one 

year old as I write this. I'm drinking it now and loving its youth, but patience will be rewarded as 

well. Put some away and drink it over time as this wine will just be getting better for years to come.    

As for pairings, you have options. First of all, solo; there's so much going on in there that it is an experience in and of itself. With food there is the 

obvious red meat pairing for a wine of this stature, but you should certainly consider pairing it with higher acid foods. The acidity of the Alicante 

is so complimentary and plays beautifully with them. In reality though this wine is really flexible. Try it with football, feta cheese, turkey, back 

yard bonfires and late night movies as well. Chances are it will be a perfect fit. 

3900 Cases Produced  $25/bottle


